VISIBILITY AND CONTROL WITH REAL-TIME DATA

Introducing Unanet Analytics+ and Analytics Studio

Unanet. Where Information Means Insight
Introducing Unanet Analytics+: providing the clarity, control, and insight to drive business forward.

Government Contractors are facing many challenges, from increasing competition and cybersecurity to compliance and audits. Having the ability to report, analyze, and visualize data for business drivers, including resource allocation, revenue, costs, cash flow, and timing is crucial for overcoming these challenges.

Unanet Analytics+ Game-Changing Features

**VISIBILITY AND CONTROL**
Gain real-time 360° views with easy data manipulation, compelling visualization, and complex reporting.

**PROACTIVE MANAGEMENT**
Proactively monitor and analyze key performance indicators to spot exceptions and locate the root of problems faster.

**INTEGRATED EXPERIENCE**
Remove manual, spreadsheet-based processes that are prone to errors which increases risk to your business. Unanet Analytics is now part of your seamless Unanet experience.

**CONSISTENT DATA ACCESS**
Eliminate administrative burden to keep up data restrictions and maintain permissions with visibility based on role access. Control who has access to your sensitive data without external systems.

Unanet Analytics+ Reports

**OUT-OF-THE-BOX REPORTING**

**SCHEDULING**
Run and deliver reports automatically at specified times, such as weekly project status or quarterly earnings reports. You can schedule any report in PDF, Excel, CSV, or RTF formats to email to yourself or other members on your team to create operational efficiency.

**EXPRESS VIEW REPORTS & DATA OBJECTS**
Access your Unanet data in real-time with an easy-to-use interface and gain new data discovery capabilities.

**1034/1035 PIXEL PERFECT TEMPLATE**
Readily see and pull all the data required for 1034/1035 invoice formats, saving your team time and the risk of costly data entry errors.
Analytics Studio: taking Analytics+ and your business to new heights.

Analytics Studio is an add-on to Unanet Analytics+ that offers a deeper level of analysis and drill-down capabilities, allowing you to interact dynamically with your data. Feature-rich, expert-level dashboards are embedded in Analytics Studio, and you can customize these reports to meet your unique business needs.

Unanet Analytics Studio Reports & Features

ADVANCED REPORTS
Create complex tabular reports with a specific output format in Analytics Studio’s powerful report designer tool.

CROSSTAB REPORTS
With CrossTab reports, create pivot table reports where the number of columns are dynamically generated, providing you with additional customization.

CREATE CUSTOM DASHBOARDS
Group your most used and most relevant reports together into a dashboard to place all the insights you need at your fingertips.

PIXEL PERFECT REPORTS
Upload a report template in Excel, Word, or PDF, and sit back while Analytics fills in the blanks for you.

Unanet serves more than 2,000 businesses with its ERP software solutions purpose-built for professional service organizations. Unanet's software helps project-driven organizations reliably plan, track and manage projects, people and financials. Unanet's customer-centric culture means we strive to deliver insights with personal service.